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In order to study the mechanism of magnetic 
generation in a convective motion of an ellectri-
cally conducting fluid in a rotating spherical shell 
we solve numerically the MHD equations under 
the Bussinesq approximation by a spectral method. 
The Rayleigh number is set at 200, the Taylor num-
ber at 500, the Prandtle number at 1, the mag-
netic Prandtle number at 0.1, the radius ratio of 
the outer and inner spherical boundaries at 0.5. 
First, a non-magnetic run is performed. Start-
ing with a random initial velocity field, we ob-
tain a steady retrograding thermal convection state 
in which five pairs of Taylor-Proudman vortex 
· columns of different sense of rotation, cyclones and 
anti-cyclones, are created. The anti-cyclones are 
stronger than the cyclones in intensity. The veloc-
ity field is five-fold symmetric around the axis of 
rotation. 
Then, a random magnetic seed is added to the 
above non-magnetic thermal convection state. Af-
ter some initial trangient time, the total energy 
of the magnetic field oscillates around some mean 
value. A magnetic field is therefore generated 
through a thermal convection in a rotating spher-
ical shell. The velocity field is distorted from the 
above pure five-fold symmertic state by the coun-
teraction of the magnetic field generated. More-
over, the magnetic field is far from the five-fold 
symmerty. 
Since there is an expanding flow upward at the 
262 
center of the anti-cyclones on the equatrial plane, 
the magnetic field is intensified there. Although 
there are five anti-cyclones, the magnetic field can-
not be strong at all of them simultaneously. In-
stead, only two or three of them have strong mag-
netic field inside. These sites changes in time. 
Some strong magnetic field lines make circuits 
that go through the centers of nearest neighboring 
anti-cyclones (see Fig. 1). The intensity of these 
field lines changes in time and sometimes the di-
rection is reversed. Another interesting feature is 
that only a part of the strong mangetic filed lines 
can escape out of the spherical shell (figures omit-
ted). Reports on this study is being prepared for 
publication . 
Fig. 1. Strong mangetic field lines which make 
circuits connecting two neighboring 
anti-cyclones. 
